Driving innovation and enabling successful
change in the London market
www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk
Main sponsor:

Exhibitors:

Innovation sponsor:

Breakout sponsors:
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11th February 2020 | 155 Bishopsgate, London

Overview
Now is the time to transform systems and processes
In 12 months the London market insurance landscape has changed
dramatically, with implications for all market participants.
The TOM has been superseded by the ambitious Future at Lloyd’s initiative
and Blueprint One. Questions are being asked over the technology,
capabilities and skills that are required to deliver the project – not to
mention the culture change required to embrace the necessary innovations.
The critical need to cut costs and the drive to deliver more customer centric
products and services has pushed the market to a tipping point where
transformational change is no longer a ‘nice to have’ to keep customers
and shareholders happy, but a ‘must have’ to survive and prosper.
Technology will be the driver of innovation and the catalyst for
new products. It can facilitate improved customer service, enable more
streamlined operations and deliver sustainable competitive advantage.
Now is the time to grasp the opportunities on offer and transform
traditional systems and processes.
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Speakers include
Keynote speakers:

Speakers:

Lyn Grobler
Group Chief Information
Officer
Hyperion Insurance
Group

Colin Grint
Chief Operating Officer
Arthur J Gallagher

Keith Bucknall
IT & Programme Director
Miles Smith Insurance Group

Rob Myers
Operations Director
LMA

Sarah Cahill
Transformation Director
Canopius Group

Alistair Barrett
Chief Operating Officer
RKH Group Limited

Bent Isachsen
Head of Operations
QIC Global

Ingrid Woodward
Head of IT & Operations
CNA Hardy

TINtech London Market in numbers

350+

30+

12+

senior
attendees

expert
speakers

interactive
breakouts

only director level
delegates in the audience

no press, no transcripts –
just honest, open discussion

peer learning
& benchmarking

www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk

BOOK
TODAY
Early booking rate
ONLY £299 + VAT
(standard rate
£499+VAT)
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“

The world is changing.
Technology and data
analytics are disrupting
business models…the
industry must react to
these rapidly evolving
business and risk
environments.
Bruce Carnegie-Brown,
2019

”

Programme
Sponsored by

08.00 Registration, coffee and networking in the exhibition area
09.00 Introduction by the chair

Keynote presentations, discussion and Q&A

Dealing with fast, unpredictable change
Grasping the opportunities in the London market
• Assessing the disruptive forces impacting the entire value chain

Enabling digital transformation
Leveraging technology & data to enable a customerfocused, agile operating business model

• The pressure to change products, processes and service

• Assessing the strategic opportunities that digital can provide

• Leveraging data to transform the way we understand risk

• Tackling the cultural challenges in delivering transformational change

• Moving to a client focused, service-oriented model

• Driving innovation and developing new skills and capabilities around
digital, data and analytics

• Who will be the winners and losers in the new world order?

Colin Grint
Chief Operating Officer
Arthur J Gallagher

• Pulling together different operational strands to deliver efficiencies and
improve the client experience

Lyn Grobler
Group Chief Information Officer
Hyperion Insurance Group

10.45 Coffee & networking in the exhibition area
www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk
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Choose one of the following 3 streams or the Innovation Stage

11.15 – 13.00: Discussion sessions

Choose one of the following 3 discussion sessions or the innovation stage
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Discussion session 1

Discussion session 2

Transforming the operating model –
people, process & technology

Market modernisation & Blueprint One

Sponsored by:

Next steps for tackling legacy, driving out costs and
enabling innovation
Sponsored by:

Why are we so bad at change? Key criteria for successfully
changing operating models
• Understanding the business challenges you need to address and
what ‘good’ will look like
• Devising a plan that encompasses people, processes and technology
change
• Building diverse, effective teams to deliver the change and enable
innovation
• Successfully delivering the change back into the organisation as BAU

Ingrid Woodward
Head of IT & Operations
CNA Hardy
Q&A
Leveraging digital platforms to modernise legacy, drive efficiency
and enable innovation
• From core systems to platforms – semantics or a step change for
insurance systems?  
• Addressing the challenges of modernising complex core systems
• Assessing the opportunities for agility presented by digital platforms
• Unlocking the value of vast data sets through APIs

Turlough O’Brien
Head of IT, Global Corporate & Speciality
Aviva Plc

The Future at Lloyd’s – a broker’s perspective.
Driving transformational change and adoption across the market
• Overview of the Blueprint ambitions, scope, governance and timelines
• Is the focus of the initiatives in the right place?
• What are the technology implications and how will they be executed?
• Driving adoption across the market  

James Livett
Associate Director
LIIBA
Q&A
Overcoming the practical challenges in delivering the next
phase of modernisation
• The technology challenges thrown up by Blueprint One
• How will these changes impact traditional
processes, systems and technology stacks?
• New skills and capabilities that stakeholders from
across the value chain need to acquire
• Engaging your people to ensure the change is successful

Louise Day
Director of Operations
International Underwriting Association

TINtech London Market 2020
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Discussion session 3

Intelligent automation
Leveraging new technologies to deliver efficiency
and agility

CASE STUDY: Scaling automation – enabling end-to-end processing
through intelligent automation
• Where should you start, what should you look for and what skills do
you need?
• Improving efficiency and adding value through intelligent data extraction
• Applying structured technology to an unstructured insurance
processes
• Leveraging this technology to support human decision making and
improve the customer experience

Alistair Barrett
COO
RKH Group Limited

Paul Wright
RPA Project Manager
RKH Group Limited

Q&A
Moving beyond RPA – overcoming the practical challenges of
applying machine learning within insurance
• Creating commercially viable AI initiatives using Natural Language
Processing and Computer Vision
• Where are the opportunities for developing advanced statistical
models for pricing, risk-mitigation and fraud?
• Understanding the data, infrastructure and architecture challenges of
leveraging AI
• Where will we be in 3 years?

Biswa Sengupta
Head of Artificial Intelligence, Data Science and Engineering
AXA XL

www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk

Session 1
Emerging Technologies

11:15

Intro by innovation stage sponsor
René Schoenauer, Director, Product Solution Marketing, EMEA,
Guidewire Software

11:30

Next phase of data analytics – building an eco-system
that delivers end to end solutions and transforms the
value chain David Melvin, Former Head of RPA and Cognitive
Automation Capability, MS Amlin

11:45

Leveraging the power of data and advanced analytics
to transform risk selection and client service
Erik Abrahamsson, Founder & CEO, Digital Fineprint

12:00

Going live with smart insurance contracts on a DLT
platform
Ken Marke, Marketing Manager, B3i

12:15

How quantum computing will change the world…
and when

12:30

Building a secure, hyperconnected marketplace for the
(re)insurance community
Ben Rose, Founder, Riskbook
Sponsored by

13.00 – 14.00 Lunch and networking
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14.00 – 15.00: Panel discussion
and workshops

Choose
oneofofthe
thefollowing
following
3 streams or
the discussion
InnovationorStage
Choose one
2 workshops,
panel
the Innovation Stage
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Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Improving the client experience

Enabling RPA in the London market

Leveraging digital to create better products, transform
the client journey and deliver competitive advantage

Overcoming the data & operational challenges
to enable RPA

Sponsored by:

Developing a digital trading platform to improve the client
experience

CASE STUDY: 5 key criteria for getting RPA right

• Building the business case to invest in digital trading

• Keep the initiatives tightly controlled and beware of project creep

• Developing the digital architecture to transform traditional systems
and processes
• Effectively using new datasets to uncover key customer insights
• Ensuring the distribution chain is as efficient as possible

• Fully understanding the processes to be automated
• Vetting the skills and capabilities of suppliers and producing robust
SLAs
• Having clear roles and responsibilities around governance, data and
implementation
• What are the real cost savings that can be achieved…and the
unintended consequences of RPA?

Tom Squires
Head of Digital Trading
AEGIS London

Brendon Moodley
Head of Data and Analytics
Aspen Insurance

TINtech London Market 2020
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The Future at Lloyd’s
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Panel Discussion
Delivering Blueprint One and beyond

Session 2
Innovation in action

This panel will explore the practical challenges of delivering ‘The
Future at Lloyd’s’ and how they will be overcome.
• What will happen to the current central services systems and processes?
• Given our track record of delivering transformational change, what are
the key criteria for success this time around?
• What are the roles and responsibilities of various industry bodies in
delivering the Blueprint?
• Is the Lloyd’s Risk Exchange the only answer to dealing with less complex
risks and claims?

Rob Myers
Operations Director
LMA
Justin Emrich
CIO
Atrium Underwriting Group
Ben Reid
Director of Strategy
Lloyd’s

14:00

Insurance 2030: grasping the opportunities of data to
meet new customer risks
Walid Al Saqqaf, Founder, Insureblocks

14:15

Overcoming the practical challenges of delivering
innovation
Luke Sanders, Head of Innovation, Neon

14:30

Establishing an Innovation Lab: driving innovation from
the bottom up as well as the top down
Emanuele Colonnella, Head of Project Management Office &
Co-founder Innovation Lab, BMS Group

14:45

Cracking the legacy conundrum to enable innovation
and transformational change
Gary Nuttall, Managing Director, Distlytics

Sponsored by

15.00 – 15.20 Coffee and networking
www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk
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15:20 – 16:30: Workshops

Choose
oneofofthe
the
following
3 streamsoror
Innovation
Stage
Choose one
following
3 workshops
thethe
Innovation
Stage
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Workshop 3

Workshop 4

Successfully delivering change and
innovation

Next generation cloud technology

Delivering successful change programmes in complex insurance
organisations
• Developing a change agenda that has buy in from the top
• What are the key people, process and technology challenges you
need to consider around delivering change?
• Developing the capabilities and digital skills to enable
transformation
• Creating an environment of continuous innovation and change

Sarah Cahill
Transformation Director
Canopius Group

Sponsored by:

“Platform as a Service” to enable digital transformation,
operational agility and reduce costs
• Building the business case – is now the time to move to the cloud?
• Overcoming practical challenges of moving core systems to the
cloud
• Building agile infrastructure that can harness tomorrow’s data sets
• Harnessing the opportunities of being cloud native - improving
speed whilst also reducing costs

Keith Bucknall
IT & Programme Director
Miles Smith Insurance Group

TINtech London Market 2020
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Overcoming data integration challenges to improve the client
experience
• Placing data at the centre of underwriting, claims and renewals
• The challenges of integrating & leveraging new and unstructured data
• Overcoming legacy IT infrastructure to accommodate vast new data sets
• Devising a data strategy that achieves business and customer objectives

Mark Chapman
Group CIO
Global Aerospace
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Integrating data and
leveraging analytics
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Workshop 5

Session 3
Transforming operations and client experience

15:30

Transforming underwriting through data driven tools,
APIs and automation
Jeremy Sterns, Chief Technology Officer, insurdata

15:45

Transforming the client experience: using technology to
manage, mitigate and prevent risks
Madeline Bailey, Former Head of Strategic Initiatives, MS Amlin
and Founder, Ballantyne

16:00

The convergence of cloud, new data sets and machine
learning to enable bionic underwriting…and it’s
happening now
Michael Crawford, CEO & Co-founder, Describe Data

16:15

Using Legacy and IoT devices to manage large
commercial risks by filtering quality data for Insurers
and Corporates
Juan Bernal, CEO and Founder, GSS Analytix

Sponsored by

16.20 – 16.30: Grab a quick drink and move to next session
www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk
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16.30 – 17.15: Closing panel discussion
12

Closing panel discussion

The London Insurance Market 2025

The strategic implications of new digital technologies, data
and a changing insurance landscape
Sponsored by:

Why is London so far behind the transform curve? What will it take to catch
up in the next decade?  
Our panel will explore how London can embrace transformation on a
cultural, technological and operational level to implement the changes
that are necessary for long term relevance, sustainable growth and
ongoing success.
Topics to be discussed include:
• Will the ‘London Matters 2020’ sound depressingly similar to the first
iteration in 2015?
• If we are at a tipping point of transformation – why is the pace of change
so glacial?
• We all know that doing nothing is no longer an option – but are we all
doing enough?

Bent Isachsen
Head of Operations
QIC Global

Andrea Santolalla
Chief Operating Officer
Special Risks
Hiscox

17.15 Drinks reception

TINtech London Market 2020

Attendee profile
TINtech London Market is attended by a director level audience from across the Lloyd’s and
companies market. The conference focusses on how technology and digital is driving change in
operations; underwriting; claims and across the business.
A strict seniority criteria applies. Suppliers cannot attend as delegates and no press are invited.
This will ensure you can candidly exchange ideas and benchmark strategy with your peers.

www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk

BOOK
TODAY
Early booking rate
ONLY £299 + VAT
(standard rate
£499+VAT)
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Sponsors
Main sponsor:

Duck Creek Technologies paves a
genuine path to the future for the
London Market. Decades of insurance
experience underpin advanced
technologies specifically designed to
accommodate change—allowing market
entities to navigate uncertainty and
capture market opportunities faster
than their competitors.
Duck Creek solutions are available
standalone or as a full suite. All are
available via Duck Creek OnDemand,
the provider’s SaaS solution for the
insurance industry.
URL: www.duckcreek.com
Twitter: @DuckCreekTech
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Exhibitors
Innovation sponsor:

Guidewire delivers the industry
platform that Property and
Casualty (P&C) insurers rely upon
to adapt and succeed in a time of
accelerating change. We provide
the software, services, and
partner ecosystem to enable our
customers to run, differentiate,
and grow their business. We are
privileged to serve more than
350 companies in 32 countries.
InsurancePlatform
Guidewire InsurancePlatform is
the P&C industry platform that
unifies software, services, and
partner ecosystem to power our
customers’ business.
InsurancePlatform provides the
standard upon which insurers
can engage their customers,
optimize their operations, drive
smart decisions, and innovate
quickly.

www.guidewire.com

Breakout sponsors:

We take the pain out of big change projects.
Working with over 600 organisations, our low-code,
contact centre and omnichannel messaging solutions
allow customers to make big changes, fast. Radically
improve your customer experience without launching
big, expensive transformation programs. And, there’s no
need to blow the budget, replace core systems or create
work for IT. Our tools help the people behind the scenes
– customer-facing staff and IT talent – build and deliver
customer experiences together. Solving operational issues
one bad process at a time. Discover how you can deliver
first-class CX in the claims market, talk to our team today.
www.netcall.com/industries/insurance

OutSystems provides the enterprise Rapid Application
Delivery (RAD) platform that makes it easy to develop apps
once and deliver seamlessly across iOS, Android, Windows
Phone, and Web deeply integrated with existing cloud and
on-premises databases and systems of record. OutSystems
Platform enables the rapid delivery and effortless change
of large application portfolios and is available as a public
cloud, private cloud and on-premises solution. Over 500
enterprise organizations in 25 countries across 22 industries
use the Platform to deliver beautiful mobile and web apps
in record time. www.outsystems.com

At Rackspace, we accelerate the value of the cloud during
every phase of a digital transformation. By managing
apps, data, security and multiple clouds, we are the best
choice to help customers get to the cloud, innovate with
new technologies and maximise their IT investments.
As a recognised Gartner Magic Quadrant leader, we
are uniquely positioned to close the gap between the
complex reality of today and the promise of tomorrow.
Passionate about customer success, we provide unbiased
expertise, based on proven results, across all the leading
technologies. And across every interaction worldwide, we
deliver Fanatical Experience‚ the best customer service
experience in the industry. Rackspace has been honoured
within the top 100 Great Places to Work for over a
decade. www.rackspace.co.uk

DQPro is the leading monitoring & controls platform
designed for the specific needs of the London and
Specialty insurance market. DQPro allows business users
at London Market carriers/MGA’s to quickly centralize,
deploy and automate all of the key checks required
on their data for business and regulatory needs. Now
monitoring over £14B GWP for 800+ business side
users globally, DQPro helps carriers achieve daily data
confidence at scale, delivering significant regulatory
benefits whilst reducing daily back office cost and
operating risk. www.atticus-associates.com

App Orchid Inc., helps businesses gain insights, identify
trends and predict future events that re-imagine their
business operations and fuel innovation. The enterprise
platform uses artificial intelligence, machine learning
and natural language processing to capture, correlate
and visualize ALL enterprise data to drive competitive
advantages, operational efficiencies and transformation.
Rapid deployment, low cost of implementing and
minimum disruption across systems and employees drives
this award-winning innovation platform across energy,
insurance and asset-heavy industries, such as capital
planning, asset risk, workplace safety and corporate
compliance. Let us fuel your transformation. www.
apporchid.com

Azquo is a business tool & application building
platform that enables operational efficiency, workflow
simplification and stores and retrieves data from
spreadsheets, opening up new opportunity for MI
analysis and creating true data accountability. Azquo
is a centralised datastore allowing for the collection,
aggregation and manipulation of data from any source,
and subsequent presentation of results and insights in
user friendly spreadsheets either online or as an add-in
for Excel. Azquo enables insurance clients to continue
to work with spreadsheets, but on bigger data sets and
without any complex formulae linking multiple sheets.
Azquo can automate almost all repetitive validation work
and provide an audit, drilldown and derivation capability
for data held in Azquo and presented in a spreadsheet.
www.azquo.com

TINtech London Market 2020

DOCOsoft is an innovative developer of technology
solutions for the global insurance and financial services
markets. With over 15 years’ experience, the company’s
pedigree is well established in the UK and our software
is widely used in the London Insurance market,
where we provide highly-effective Claims, Document
Management and connectivity solutions.
Many of the leading London Market Insurance
companies rely on DOCOsoft for their Claims
Management and the product is closely integrated
into the infrastructure that supports the London and
international insurance market. DOCOsoft Claims
support regulatory compliance with minimum claims
standards, helps increase throughput, reduces
duplication of effort, and supports faster reporting all in
a controlled process framework.
www.docosoft.com

Sequel is a leading insurance and reinsurance software
specialist delivering powerful, reliable solutions across
the market for over 25 years. We are known for our
industry expertise, professionalism, and track record for
delivering successful transformation programmes on
time and on budget. Sequel delivers a modern, powerful,
and integrated suite of software that provides full endto-end management of all insurance and reinsurance
business. As a result, our clients are able to grow and
better manage their business through greater efficiency,
flexibility, and data governance.
Our customers are underwriters, brokers and MGAs
within the Lloyd’s, companies and international
insurance/reinsurance sector. Sequel is a part of the
Verisk Group, Verisk is a leading data analytics provider
serving customers in insurance, natural resources and
financial services. Verisk offers predictive analytics
and decision support solutions to customers in rating,
underwriting, claims, catastrophe and weather risk,
global risk and many other fields. Verisk, whose vast
data, experience and technology capabilities, combined
with Sequel’s leading end to end solutions for complex
commercial and specialty insurance, enhances all of the
services that we as a group, can offer our customers.
www.sequel.com

Smart Communications™ is the only provider of a
cloud-based, next-generation customer communications
platform. More than 500 global brands rely on Smart
Communications to deliver meaningful customer
communications across the entire lifecycle—empowering
them to succeed in today’s digital-focused, customerdriven world while also simplifying processes and operating
more efficiently. This is what it means to scale the
conversation. Smart Communications is headquartered in
the UK and serves its customers from offices located across
North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific. The company
offers a range of solutions including SmartCOMM™,
SmartCOMM™ for Salesforce and SmartDX™. In July
2019, the company acquired global digital transformation
software company, Intelledox to further enhance its
leadership in customer experience-driven communications.
www.smartcommunications.com

Founded in 2006, Softelligence enables organisations
in the Insurance and Banking industries to accelerate
data-driven growth with next generation InsurTech
through automation, AI and machine learning. We have
extensive industry knowledge and a broad expertise in
digital projects covering paperless quote and bind flows,
automation of the claims process through AI, fraud
detection using machine learning algorithms across
personal and commercial lines, corporate and specialty.
From data to insights with compelling dashboards, from
manual processes and forms to pure digital customer
journeys, Softelligence is the partner of choice for many
Top-Tier Insurers and Banks in Europe and NorthAmerica. www.softelligence.net

Sollers Consulting is an international business advisory
and software implementation specialist supporting the
financial industry in business transformations. Sollers
Consulting Teams have supported over 70 financial
groups in enhancing their digital capabilities. Among the
companies partnering with Sollers Consulting are Allianz,
Axa, LV=, BNP Paribas Cardif, Basler, Generali, Zurich,
Santander Consumer Bank, ING and many more. Sollers
Consulting specialises in IT systems, helping insurers, banks

www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk

and leasing companies to transform and adapt to new
technologies. The company offers RIFE, a digital platform
designed for the needs of the insurance industry. Sollers
Consulting cooperates with more than 15 technology
providers such as Guidewire Software, TIA Technology,
Fadata, Oracle, AWS or Microsoft. www.sollers.eu

TIW takes the load off your digital transformation journey.
Combining its in-depth insurance knowledge with the latest
in workflow design and innovation, TIW is an excellent
choice of partner to deliver your Broker/Underwriter
workbenches, workflow and document management for
a fraction of the cost of building yourself. TIW’s extensive
integration experience with systems of record and market
services (DXC/PPL/ACORD) also means we understand how
to get you communicating with your counterparties, fast!
Visit TIW’s stand to find out how you can get the most out
of business transformation and how together we change
the face of Insurance. www.tiwgroup.com

VIPR is an award-winning provider of sophisticated
software solutions. Unrivalled market insight has
cemented our reputation as industry innovators. Our
bordereaux, coverholder management and reporting
products are market leaders and widely used across the
insurance industry. Our products enable our customers to
take total control over their data and produce meaningful
reports for regulatory and management purposes.
Our clients are insurance companies, managing agents,
managing general agents and brokers - they are at the
heart of all we do. We forge long-term relationships with
our clients and are passionate about supporting them
every way we can, and adding value to their business.
www.viprsolutions.com

Web Connectivity Limited (WCL) provides business
solutions to insurance organisations looking to transform
their operations using structured data. WCL supports:
- Placing including SDC and PPL integration
- Accounting and Settlement (EBOT)
- Claims (ECOT and Writeback)

We are the leading ACORD Messaging Gateway provider in
the London market and allow organisations to streamline
processes by automating the electronic transfer of data
and documents between brokers and carriers, thereby
improving client service, increasing process efficiency and
reducing cost. Our client list includes over 90 insurance
organisations: the majority of Lloyd’s Managing Agents,
the world’s largest broking and carrier firms and we have
live implementations in London, Bermuda, the US and Asia.
www.webconnectivityltd.com

Eurobase combines over 30 years’ experience in
the market, with leading technology, to deliver
operational efficiency, increased profitability and risk
management software to the London, Reinsurance and
Captive Insurance markets. Our synergy2 platform is
a comprehensive end-to-end solution, which delivers
processing simplicity and automation with intuitive
workflows. Straight through processing and operational
efficiency is delivered through our integrated modules
supporting ACORD standards and Lloyds messaging, and
a full suite of real-time data analytics provide agility and
insight. We have built a global customer network in over
25 countries, where our commitment to professionalism
has succeeded in achieving a perfect track record of 100%
delivery success and client referenceability. As a Lloyd’s
trusted partner, we recognise the value of delegated
authority to the market, and provide a solution that is
aligned to emerging technology and market initiatives.
www.eurobase.com

Novidea is the global insurance distribution management
platform connecting brokers, agents, MGAs, and the
London Market to a new, modern digital insurance
ecosystem. With shifting customer expectations,
declining margins and concern over fear of digital
disintermediation, Novidea’s‚ customer-centric
technology provides brokers with new ways to work
with and engage with their customers. By leveraging
cloud and AI technology on its single core Insurance
platform, Novidea enables true transformational change
for the full automation of the insurance distribution
lifecycle and administration, advanced insurance data
analytics and digital customer engagement. Founded in
2014, Novidea currently services more than 14M+ policies
in 16 countries. www.novideasoft.com
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#TINtech

How to register

Book your place today
Early booking rate only £299 + VAT  

Choose one of 3 easy ways to register

(expires 24th January 2020 – standard rate £499 + VAT)

www.TINtech-London-Market.co.uk

GROUP OFFER: Book 2 places and the 3

Email: bookings@TIN.events

rd

comes FREE

Members attend for FREE  

Become an annual premium member for just £799 + VAT and attend all the
conferences and events for free
Please note only industry practitioners* can register as delegates: Suppliers cannot
attend as delegates.

020 7079 0270
On receipt of your registration we will send you an email confirmation.
Payment can be made by BACS or we accept:

For sponsorship and exhibition enquiries please call Phil Middleton on 020 7631 0034
or email phil@middleton-burgess.co.uk
*Actively working for an insurer, broker or loss/claims adjuster.

Closer to 11th February we will send through a map & directions to the venue

BOOK
TODAY
Early booking rate
ONLY £299 + VAT
(standard rate
£499+VAT)

The Insurance Network is administered by Middleton Burgess Limited, Springfield House, Maidstone, Kent, ME14 2LP. Company Number; 05250150 VAT registration number: 848636973
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